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Design Implementation

On-boarding Support

• Data infrastructure analysis
• Security assessment
• Delphix infrastructure design
• Integration design

• Delphix engine build
• Enterprise integration
• Security standard implementation
• Enterprise readiness

• Data source assessment
• Pipeline design
• Data masking specification
• System on-boarding
• Devops integration

• Design reviews for expansion
• Security reviews
• Edge-case support
• Automation support
• User training

KUZO DATA – YOUR TECHNICAL DELIVERY AND TRAINING PROVIDER

Kuzo Data is a Delphix delivery and training partner. Our team of Delphix technical experts and trainers have proven success delivering
the Dynamic Data Platform into global enterprises. Design and implementation, system onboarding and security review, training and
support. We help you achieve your data goals every step of the way.

We offer a flexible and positive approach to technical delivery and training priding ourselves on building strong relationships with our
customers.

Contact our Principal Consultant Matt Griffith directly to discuss your Delphix delivery requirements.  

Tel. +447516 922441
Email: matt@kuzodata.com

DELPHIX TECHNICAL DELIVERY
“The Delphix Dynamic Data Platform connects all of your data - at the office and in the cloud - with the people who need it most.”

As with all new technology, delivering the headline promise to the business can be a complex and time consuming process, slowed by the
inherent lack of in-house technical product knowledge or limited resource availability. Rapid, successful delivery must be supported by
adequately skilled people dedicated to the project timescales.

Finding and hiring technical resources requires time consuming HR processes and finding a resource in the market with the correct skills
may be impossible.

Using a proven and trusted delivery partner provides the most efficient route to a successful technology implementation, meeting your
business goals and reducing project timescales. Couple this with formal training and your technical staff will quickly become self-sufficient
and able to fully support and grow your investment.

http://www.kuzodata.com/training

